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In a world where many people prefer to order food online rather than cook at home, we want to appreciate and spread simplicity
and kindness. In this we see the meaning of our life and inspire our visitors. It is especially gratifying to note that this year we
managed to make â€œSimple and Tastyâ€� the first line in the â€œTop 7 Simple Dishesâ€� rating for their responsibility,

attention and quality. Here are some examples of how a simple idea can make the company that owns it a market favorite.
Broccoli Idea: Stefania Bochkova Conditions: Yves D'Arc Textile company Stefaniia Bo has launched a program that allows

Instagram users to view product photos on their smartphones.Thanks to this program, Stefanya made a simple broccoli pasta in
her kitchen for Onesky.io readers. Korean carrot Idea: Kevin Kalun Condition: Ellie Elliott The initiator of the Nordic Gourmet
Cooking competition invited its readers on the Stefniyia website to prepare traditional dishes that can be found in Nordi stores.
Simple pork tenderloin with potatoes The idea for this dish was a picture of Kevin Kalong, and when he uploaded the recipe to
the site, thousands of users began to receive mouth-watering photos. weave Ideal: Wolfgang Meyer The condition that got used
to the life of the project so much that everyone called it and still calls it â€œbindingâ€� and has never been replaced, was one
thing: to bind as many books as possible within the framework of the competition, and also to call on the public to change the

cooking scenarios. Curry instead of minced meat The idea for one of the last tasks in the competition was to walk around
Woodstock and interact with the locals. Teddyzka was so involved in the topic that she gave up her regular job and went to the

Woodstown derby. Diethel Leopold Perfect dinner. Ideal - Olivia BogorÃ©s, chef of the El Bulli restaurant. And the
â€œbindingâ€� is Laurel Canyonâ€™s Red Light in California. The project itself has recently moved to DÃ¼sseldorf, and the

Zen trainer she speaks to
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